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!-!J Explain how the following simplified statements of the first
, and second laws of thermodynamics are consistent with the

versions given in this chapter.

First: You cannot get ahead.

Second: You cannot even break even.
/
~ Heat engine A operates between 20°C and 300°C, whereas

heat engine B operates between 80°C and 300°C. Which en-
gine has the greater possible theoretical efficiency? Explain.

'.!JHO~ is the following statement equivalent to the heat-

engIne form of the second law of thermodynamics? The

efficie~fa heat engine must be less than I.
, II) An ideal heat engine has a theoretical efficiency of 60%

-"""- and an exhaust temperature of 2rc. What is its input

temperature?

15) How much work per second (power) is required by a re-
~ fri gerator that takes 800 J of thermal energy from a cold re-

h ., gion each second and exhausts 1500 J to a ot region.

f13:\ The total number of possible states !?r three di~e' ~s
~6 X 6 X 6 = 216. What is the probablilty of thro\Vlng a

sum eqllal to 5? .
, ~ .. Ilau.ng up and down on a vertical spnng.

3 A mass IS OSCI ..-
.

Wh the mass is above the equilibrium pomt and moVIng~ en th ass' When

down, what direction is the net force ?n e m ..
. ho e th e equilibrium pomt and moVIng up,the mass IS a v,

what direction i~~t !orce~~ the mass.

/5. )A mass is oscillating up and down on a vertical spring. If the

V mass is increased, will the period of oscillation increase, de-

, ...\

.:}.;)1\ fo~cault pendulum with a length of 9 m has a period of
6 s. What is its frequency?

( 9. ) By what factor would you have to increase the spring con-
V stant to double the frequency for a mass on a spring?


